
CP4
Simply Robotics
out of a box

Key Features and Benefits

+ Ethernet enabled
+ Expandable up to eight cameras
+ No specialist knowledge required

for set-up

+Auto recognition and configuration
+Simple plug and play design
+Out of the box and operational in minutes

www.vintenradamec.com

NEW



Robotic Camera Control Systems

CP4
Simply Robotics
out of a box

Technical Specification

Vinten Radamec CP4
Part Number
V4110-0001 Core System
V4110-0002 Additional Camera 

Upgrade
V4110-0003 System Upgrade
Dimms  L:374 W:283 D:57

(excl. Joystick)
Controls Adjustable Focus 

Wheel
Zoom Rocker Switch
3 Axis Joystick

info@vintenradamec.com
www.vintenradamec.com

Vinten Radamec reserves the right to alter
specifications or change materials where absolutely
necessary.  All sizes shown throughout this brochure
are approximate and colours shown are as accurate
as modern reproduction methods allow.  No liability
can be accepted for any variation.  Specifications and
features subject to change without notice.
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Vinten Radamec has created a 
unique solution to entry-level
robotics with the CP4, its brand new
control solution. Meeting the needs 
of operators regardless of their level
of robotics knowledge, the product 
is straightforward to install, and can
be out-of-the-box and operational 
in minutes.

Supporting lightweight camera
configurations, the CP4 offers an 
ideal, cost-effective control solution 
for a variety of applications - from 
non-studio environments such as
conference centres, houses of 
worship and legislatures through 
to the remote studio environments 
of regional news programmes. 

The sleek and compact desktop 
design utilises flexible Ethernet
network architecture, incorporating 
a unique touchscreen user interface
that can be configured to control up 
to four heads and store up to 40 
pre-set shots. Upgrading the solution
to include a user configurable option
provides operators with the capability
of controlling up to eight heads and 
200 pre-set shots. 

The CP4 ensures every user is 
ready for robotics in minutes.
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